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CERTIFICATIONOF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

At the Tokyo session the CONRACTING PARTIES approved (SR.15/15, page 130) a
proposal by' the Executive Secretaryrelating to rectifications and modifications
which had been circulated in document W.15/33, For the convenience of governments
the text of that proposal is reproduced hereunder.

"1. At the meeting of the CONTRACTING PARTIES on6 November, the Executive
Secretary referred to the long delays in the entry into force of. the protocols
of rectifications and modifications to the schedules to the GATT which have
been drawn up at past sessions. The delay is sometimes as long as six years
owing to the requirement that. these. protocols cannot enter into force until
they have been accepted by all contracting parties,

"2. He drew attention also to the fact that problem was discussed at the
review session and that a solution was provided. through the amendment of
Article XXX by the addition of paragrap 3 which reads as follow:

Any amendment to the schedules annexed to this Agreement which records
rectifications of a purely formal character or modifications resulting
from action- taken under paragraph 6 of Article III, Article XVIII,

Article. XXIV, Article.XXVII or Article XXVIII, shall become effective on
.the thirtienth day following certificatioin to this effect by the
organization; provided that prior to such certification, all contracting

parties have been notified of the proposed amendment. and no objection has
been raised, within thirty days of such notification by any contracting
party, on the ground., that the. proposed amendments are. not within the
terms of this paragraph.

"3. However, this amendment also has not entered into force because of the
delay in the unanimous acceptance of the Protocol Amending Part I and
Articles XXIXand XXX.

''4. As the obstacles which have thus far prevented the entry into force of
the protocols of rectifications and modifications appear to be similar to those
which have prevented some contracting parties from accepting the protocol which
modifies Article XXX, it seems that the practice of preparing protocols of
rectifications and modifications might well be discontinued, It is suggested
that the most convenient procedure would be to incorporate the rectifications
and modifications in certificates as provided for in the revised text of
Article XXX, but to agree that these certificates would enter into force only
when the newt text of Article XXX has been accepted by all contracting parties.
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5. This prooodure would have the advntage of avoiding the necessity
for contracting parties, which are read7 to accept the changes, to
continue the procedure of. authorizing plenipotentiaries to sign these
protocols and of having forina3. tfl. powers drawn up and sulmitted to the
secretariat"

In. acordlnce with this Docision all subisaiors of oontracting parties,
which have been distributed up to now'and those which will be distributed
Fetoro the czxtonth session,:will be included, if approved according to the
.tbove procedure, in a Certiftcte of Re'cifioations and Modifications to
be drawn up and issuOd as soon as possible after the sixteenth session.

The following is a list of the submiissions received by the secretriat

Schedule -Benelux - Section E, Surinom Spec(60)73
Schedule V - Canada Spec(60)19
Schedule VI - Ceylon Spec/228/58
Schedule XI - tae'- Sotion A; Spec/335/58
ScheduleXTX - Uzited Kingdom spec(6o)75 n issued)
Schedule JXLY --Pinnnd Spec(59)267
Schedule X Sweden Spec(60)'74 (being issued)

As indicated above certain submiissiousof contracting parties have been
in circulation for some time, It is therefore: expeted that they haem been
checked cad that controversial points- have been cleared. In an case it is
suggested that contracting parties tako advantage of the presence of other
delegations at the sixteenth session in order to olear all'the above sub-
missions by the end of the session. The Certificate can, -f course, onl/
include those lists of rectifications atd modifications which have received
the approval of all contracting parties.


